Datalogic Automation S.r.l.
Via Lavino 265
40050 Monte San Pietro
Bologna - Italy

declares that the
M3xx Series, Area Scan Camera

and all its models

are in conformity with the requirements of the European Council Directives listed below:

2014/30/EU EMC Directive

This Declaration is based upon compliance of the products to the following standards:

EN 55022 (CLASS A ITE): 2010

EN 61000-6-2: 2005

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
RADIO DISTURBANCE CHARACTERISTICS
LIMITS AND METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC)
PART 6-2: GENERIC STANDARDS - IMMUNITY FOR INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS

Monte San Pietro, March 15th, 2016

Ruggero Cacioppo
Product Quality Manager